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The UK, US, EU and many other countries are currently in some degree of “lockdown,” with
restaurants and bars, shops, schools and gyms closed, and citizens required, or at least
strongly encouraged, to stay home to avoid catching or spreading COVID-19, the respiratory
illness caused by the novel coronavirus.
Researchers are well on their way to discovering vaccines and treatments for the virus, but
even in a best-case scenario, these are likely to be 12-18 months away.
Until then, extreme social distancing is pretty much the only intervention available to help
individuals stay healthy, and to break the chain of transmission - giving more vulnerable
populations a ﬁghting chance of surviving this pandemic.
But how exactly does a lockdown work? And why is it important for even younger and healthier
people, who face a lower risk of severe illness, to remain in their homes as much as possible?
The goal: R<1
The purpose of a lockdown, explains a new study from the Imperial College London COVID-19
Response Team, is to reduce reproduction – in other words, to reduce the number of people
each conﬁrmed case infects.
The goal is to keep reproduction, or “R,” below one (R<1) – with each case infecting fewer than
one other person, on average.
The authors of the study say there are two routes to try to get there:
Mitigation, “slowing but not necessarily stopping epidemic spread – reducing peak
healthcare demand while protecting those most at risk of severe disease from infection.”
This is done by isolating suspected cases and their households, and social distancing the
elderly and people at highest risk of serious illness.
Suppression, or basically, lockdown, which “aims to reverse epidemic growth, reducing
case numbers to low levels” by social distancing the entire population “indeﬁnitely” and
closing schools and universities.
The study’s models show that, painful as lockdown may be for many of us, it works.
Without any lockdown or social distancing measures, we can expect peak mortality in
approximately three months. In this scenario, 81% of the UK and US populations would be
infected, with 510,000 dying in the UK and 2.2 million dying in the US.

Projected COVID-19-related deaths in the UK and US without any
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In contrast, isolating conﬁrmed and suspected cases and social distancing the elderly and
vulnerable would “reduce peak critical care demand by two-thirds and halve the number of
deaths.”
To get closer to the goal of R<1, they say, “a combination of case isolation, social distancing of
the entire population and either household quarantine or school and university closure are
required."
The study ﬁnds this "intensive policy is predicted to result in a reduction in critical care
requirements from a peak approximately three weeks after the interventions are introduced and
a decline thereafter while the intervention policies remain in place."

The impact of various social distancing or lockdown measures on ICU bed
requirements
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While the word “indeﬁnitely” isn’t one we want to hear, it’s possible long-term suppression could
be the best way to reduce infections and deaths – at least until a vaccine is available.
A new strain of Coronavirus, COVID 19, is spreading around the world, causing deaths and
major disruption to the global economy.
Responding to this crisis requires global cooperation among governments, international
organizations and the business community, which is at the centre of the World Economic
Forum’s mission as the International Organization for Public-Private Cooperation.

The Forum has created the COVID Action Platform, a global platform to convene the business
community for collective action, protect people’s livelihoods and facilitate business continuity,
and mobilize support for the COVID-19 response. The platform is created with the support of
the World Health Organization and is open to all businesses and industry groups, as well as
other stakeholders, aiming to integrate and inform joint action.

As an organization, the Forum has a track record of supporting efforts to contain epidemics. In
2017, at our Annual Meeting, the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI) was
launched – bringing together experts from government, business, health, academia and civil
society to accelerate the development of vaccines. CEPI is currently supporting the race to
develop a vaccine against this strand of the coronavirus.
So, have the lockdowns worked?
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Starting 23 January 2020, the Chinese government locked down Hubei Province, including
Wuhan, the city of 11 million where the outbreak started. They halted transportation in and out
and barred tens of millions of people from working or going to school and closed all shops
except those selling food or medicine. In some areas, residents were even forced to limit trips
to the store, or order supplies for delivery.
This unprecedented lockdown of tens of millions of people was considered a “vast experiment”
– but it may have worked. Following the lockdown, cases began to slow. On 19 March, China’s
National Health Commission reported no new conﬁrmed infections in Hubei.

Following the lockdown, new COVID-19 cases in China slowed.
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Italy and Spain have been under similarly intense nationwide lockdowns, from 9 March and 15
March, respectively, with citizens required to stay in their homes except for work, food shopping
or medical appointments.
In parts of Italy where lockdowns started earlier, however, we're already seeing a "ﬂattening of
the curve". Lodi, for example, locked down on 23 February, but Bergamo did not lock down until
8 March. Now, cases seem to be leveling off in Lodi.

Conﬁrmed COVID-19 cases in Bergamo and Lodi, Italy
Image: Leverhulme Centre for Demographic Science, University of Oxford &
Nufﬁeld College, UK
This week, both Italy and Spain reported their largest daily increases in COVID-19-related
deaths. But if the lockdown models, hypothetical and real, are correct, the peaks could be
approaching.
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